, Oumar Dia and Renee ColinNogues Yakare: l'autobiographie d' Oumar (1982) , Bernard Dadie Carnet de prison (1981) , Andree Blouin My Country, Africa: Autobiography of the Black Pasionaria (1983) are obviously selfstories. ' It is revealed in the preface to Un Enfant du Tchad (1967) 77 1 that it is based on the life of the author Joseph Seid. Other texts such as Nafissatou Diallo De Tilene au Plateau (1975) , Seydou Traoure Vingt-cinq ans d'escaliers ou la vie d'un planton (1975) ("Ken Bugul" 154) .2 N. G. M. Faye writes in the introduction to Le Debrouillard, part of Gallimard's " Temoignages" [eyewitness] series: "Mais croyez-moi, ce n'est pas une histoire gratuite que je vais vous raconter, c'est une realite, du fait que je l'ai vecue moi-meme" (7) .3 The narrator is also named N. G. M.
When a book is not labeled autobiography nor is part of a special series, it is more difficult to be aware of its roots in personal history. Sometimes the author may provide subtle hints. While "roman" [novel] is inscribed on the title page of Force-Bonte and L'Enfant noir, it is generally accepted that they are autobiographical texts. The protagonists in both works, for example, share the same first nameBakary, Laye-with the authors. Laye also insists in the text: "je n'ai relate que ce que mes yeux ont vu" (80).4L'Aventure ambigue, on the other hand, carries on its title page simply "recit" [narrative] , without indicating whether it is fiction or non-fiction. It too is generally considered autobiographical. Bernadette Cailler notes that Samba Diallo, the name of the protagonist, is the Peul equivalent of Cheikh Hamidou As we have seen above some writers condemn colonialism explicitly. On the other hand, Bakary Diallo in Force-Bonte welcomes the French presence and willingly joins the colonial army, becoming one of the famous "tirailleurs" (sharpshooters). At the same time, however, he admires and respects the cultural integrity of the other African troops. In one scene he describes an evening in which they-from Guinea, Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Senegal-sing in their native languages. He is impressed and concludes that in spite of their diversity, they are all brothers. This expression of African solidarity reflects Diallo's racial consciousness that must be acknowledged along with his political naivete. L'Enfant noir, interpreted by some critics as a search to recover lost happiness, has been attacked, in particular, for its lack of overt political messages. That text, like many others, however, is presented from a child's point of view, a child too young to be aware of the oppressive conditions under colonialism. Simone Kaya addresses the issue directly in Les Danseuses d'Impe-eya, in which she explains that it was only after she became an adult that she realized that the community gave Felix Houphouet-Boigny such a warm welcome home because he had led a successful revolt against forced labor. As a child she was just caught up in the celebration and did not understand the importance of his actions.
Texts that are situated in post-colonial times are no less politically conscious. Ken Bugul confronts racism in Belgium, Andree Blouin is vocal about her problems with neo-colonial governments. Diop, Keita, and Blouin's self-stories also document the achieving of independence.
The social and political implications of these narratives are also derived in part from the fact that they provide realistic descriptions of African life. In this way they subvert the prevailing negative representations of Africans in Western literature and the media." Africans in these self-stories are seen as people having traditions, family 6 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 15, Iss. 1 [1991] 9. "The new school shares at the same time the characteristics of cannon and of magnet. From the cannon it draws its efficacy as an arm of combat. Better than the cannon it makes conquest permanent. The cannon compels the body, the school bewitches the soul. Where the cannon has made a pit of ashes and of death in the sticky mold of which men would not have rebounded from the ruins, the new school establishes peace." Ambiguous Adventure. Trans. Katherine Woods, 45.
10. "Even when I was very young, I was proud of not being named Amadou, Abdoulaye, Pierre, or Paul and not having a first name that was due (I told myself) to Arab or European colonization."
11. For a full discussion of the image of Blacks in literature and the media see Lemuel
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